
The AnaEE Data & 
Modelling Centre

sharing FAIR data and integrating modelling in AnaEE



The Data & Modelling Centre

• One of the three AnaEE centres

• Mission: make data and modelling services accessible.
• Developing tools for modelling analysis from experimental platforms
• Maintaining the AnaEE data catalogue
• Making modelling platforms available to researchers
• Enhance model interchange across platforms
• Make training available

• Personnel: IT specialists, software engineers, and environmental modelling 
scientists.

• Focus on cloud technologies, moving from the single datacenter perspective.
• Making available data and model services.
• Integration with EOSC is a target.



You all know the struggle...

taken from https://www.openaire.eu/



FAIR goals

• The DMC’s goal is implementing data fairness.
• But…

• Data is not everything, for instance we have also models, data preparation 
pipelines, visualizations, data management processes, and more that are 
relevant for reproducible research.

• FAIRness is a set of rather abstract principles formulated from a user’s 
perspective that largely supersedes operative problems. 

• Most research organizations lack an adequate IT infrastructure and have 
limited IT expertise.

• Hence, the DMC actually:
• Supports AnaEE members into figuring out what FAIR may mean for them.
• Provides AnaEE members that lack a proper IT infrastructure with facilities 

to share their data and data-related assets.



Operatively speaking

We maintain three subdomains of the AnaEE Network

1. data.anaee.eu: where the data catalogue is hosted and data are made 
accessibile.

2. developer.anaee.eu: where you can register to get keys for AnaEE 
services.

3. api.anaee.eu: the entry point for AnaEE Web APIs.

The first one is under construction, the latter two are already functional.

We also provide support to those who want to publish their data with AnaEE.



The big picture

• Information Technology is impacting environmental research a 
lot.

• We are observing a growing trend towards Big Science.
• Sensors are getting cheaper
• We can expect larger-scale experiments in the near future, with more 

data.
• We are going where several branches of physics, medicine, and biology 

already are.
• Data Science will be increasingly important.

• Programming will become an increasingly important skill.
• Different level of abstraction
• Engineering usable systems for researchers is critical.



What do our researchers have?

• Their own data: data gathered by investing time and money on it;

• Third-party Open Data: data shared with liberal licenses by various 
organizations;

• Repositories: to store and version code and data (e.g. GitHub, but also EOSC 
will provide it);

• Programming languages: usually R or Python, maybe Julia in the future;

• Software packages: R/Python libraries that contain the functions researchers 
need.

• Virtual Research Environment (VRE): a cloud-hosted environment where 
researchers can run their code (e.g. Colab, but also EOSC will have its own)



We are looking at a Platform

• Researchers can get their data, merge them with open data, and 
process the whole thing with their favourite packages.

• And if their laptops are not powerful enough, VREs can provide computational 
power.

• In technical (IT) terms we are looking at a Platform as a Service (PaaS) 
model.

• Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) -> virtual machines, networking, OS
• Platform as a service (PaaS) -> a full tech stack abstracting over hardware

• Researchers know that they will always find the same environment.
• But is it what they really need?



PaaS has some limitations

• Think of a forecast model.
• We wrote it in R
• We fed it with csv data
• Runs smoothly in our VRE
• What if we are asked to share it?

• Everything is built with one technological stack in mind:
• R scripts built with R packages to be run in a R environment, for instance.
• Replace R with Python and you’ll get the other half of the research landscape.

• It is fine as long as these scripts are the be-all-end-all of our research.
• and all organizations agree to use the same tech stack.

• These artifacts are hard to re-use and to refactor into applications.



A in-house AnaEE example

• AnaEE has among its members the BioMA modelling group.
• 14+ years of expertise on environmental modelling
• Extensive modelling framework

• hundreds of ready-made modelling solutions and components.
• several tools for easing configuration/training/post-processing

• All written in C#
• How can we integrate their work into an EOSC-like PaaS?
• Would you expect these people to port it to R? or Python? Or the whole AnaEE 

community to use C#?
• We are talking about several thousands SLOCs on one side and dozens of institutions on the other 

one.
• On top of that a simulation run over a large area (say Southern Europe) can 

produce up to 40 GB of data.
• How do you move that? An Excel file might not be as practical as you think.



We need to build data and models as services

• Refactoring the same code multiple times to fit different stacks is not 
economical.

• On top of that it isn’t even a real research task you can ask funding for.

• Moving big data is not economical either.
• Especially if the end user needs only a slice of it.

• On the other hand, if we build our datasets and models as services, the end 
user can abstract over many factors such as:

• Programming language
• OS and Environment
• Data serialization format
• Computing infrastructure



RESTful APIs

• API stands for Application Programming Interface.
• it means “what other applications call”
• practically, it is a set of functions/methods we can use

• REST stands for Representational State Transfer
• It means “stateless” and “served over http”
• with http being the very same protocol you use to view web pages

• It means that instead of installing a package on our hardware, we call it 
from the Web.

• The actual computing is done in the cloud, by a machine (or a pool of 
machines)

• It means no configuration on your side
• No dependencies but the ones you need to make a http call
• you can call it from any environment that supports http calls



Developer Portal

• Single entry point for RESTful APIs provided by AnaEE members
• Hubs
• Experimental Platforms
• Modelling Platforms

• https://developer.anaee.eu





Login time

• You can create a new user.
• Or log in with your AnaEE account (your institution’s account)

• Very few platforms are federated, unfortunately;
• But we aim at federating them all sooner or later;
• Ask your IT manager to contact us if interested.

• Now go to the Products tab and subscribe to “BioMa modelling 
for AnaEE”







Your API key

• After registering to your API product, you will receive a pair of 
API keys.

• They are personal.

• You can use them in your applications.

• You should not disclose them to other people.



You can try it





Accessing BioMA data

• We will read simulation data produced by the BioMA Modelling 
group.

• It is about how Giant Reed could be grown over the next 30 years in 
marginal areas around the city of Catania.
• Simulations are made with a bespoke model built on the BioMa framework
• Weather data is taken from Peseta simulations 

https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/s00704-015-1650-4.pdf
• Soil data is taken from soilmaps.it

• It is a nice example of crop growth model
• You can read the full paper at 

http://www.etaflorence.it/proceedings/?detail=17575



The user’s perspective

• You can take the data and use it.
• You can re-create the paper’s plots and 

results.
• We prepared a Python notebook.

• Take a moment to appreciate the fact that 
with this system:
• You are using a simulation environment that 

sits in the cloud.
• You don’t have to download huge amounts of 

data.
• You can get the data you need in the format 

you need.
• You can integrate such service in any 

workflow.



The service provider’s perspective

• The BioMa API is only one service that is hosted on AnaEE’s dev 
portal.

• If you have RESTful APIs, we can include them too.

• AnaEE does not “clone” your service, we just point to it;
• But if you build something to be hosted on AnaEE’s dev portal you can 

delegate all user access control to the dev portal.

• Implications:
• Catalog of services;
• Single entry point and user authentication schema;
• Truly distributed services.



We log down everything



Constraints, services, and security

• The service owner can impose constraints on user access.
• For instance a maximum amount of daily calls

• This is to prevent users to clog or DOS the service.
• The Dev portal does not expose the owner’s endpoint

• The actual endpoint is masked and can be under a VPN.
• If your service has an authentication/authorization schema, the Dev 

portal will be just another user.
• The Dev portal can cache requests

• So frequent requests won’t clog your endpoint.
• The Dev portal can make inbound and outbound request processing.

• i.e. can alter messages before sending them and before presenting results to the 
user.

• it means that on request, we can add “hidden” parameters, signatures or 
footprints.



What we need to include your API

• Only three things actually:
• A visible endpoint
• A way to authenticate into it (if needed)
• An OpenAPI specification (to document its behaviour)

• Anything else is welcome, but not mandatory.

• Contact the DMC for more technical information.



But I don’t have APIs

• Developing a RESTful API is easy.
• all major languages have packages and frameworks to do that.
• Try Python with Flask, it’s really easy.

• Basically the RESTful API is a wrapper around your research code, that 
allows other people to trigger its execution and to get the results.

• Hosting a RESTful API is like hosting a website
• If you have a Web server (apache, tomcat, WSGI, …) you are fine.
• If you don’t, cloud providers offer services designed for this purpose.

• The time you invest in building it will be saved tenfold when you will need 
to share your services/data with third parties.

• “I can’t open it”, “it doesn't run on my laptop” will be things of the past.



Final remarks

• Restful APIs are interoperability done right:
• They can be called by every environment that supports internet connection.
• They are built on top of well known protocols and conventions.
• If well designed, they allow users to get the data they need in the format they 

need.
• In fact, they are part of a larger paradigm called Software as a Service (SaaS)

• The corporate world has been using them for ages (in internet times).
• So if we ship our data and services with APIs it is easier to have an impact on the 

business world.
• … and anyone who worked as a developer knows hot to build and operate one.

• Copernicus, NASA, and other big organizations use them to publish their 
open data.

• The DMC will provide training workshops on how to migrate towards the 
SaaS paradigm.


